Whereas modern actors usually start with a printed text of some form, we are used to the idea that early modern actors started with manuscripts and that printing followed performance. Confirming this, the title-pages of printed plays refer back to past performance with such phrases as 'As it hath beene publikely acted by the right Honourable the Lorde Chamberlaine his Seruants' 1 or 'As it was acted by the Kings Maiesties seruants at the Globe', 2 to take examples from two first printings of Shakespeare plays. These locutions promise the reader that the contents will be 'as' the play was acted, that the text captures something of the pleasure of performance, although my second example, the phrasing on the title-page of the first printing of Troilus and Cressida, comes from a book that survives in two states (Qa and Qb). Qb has a reset title-page that removes the reference to performance but adds that the lovers' 'history' is 'Famous'/ The necessity that this second state could not refer back to a performance -apparently because whoever printed it discovered that it had not been publicly performed -was made into virtue with an epistle that emphasizes the readerly benefits. At least, that is one way to read it. Alternatively, Gary Taylor's conjecture is that the epistle was written in 1603 when the play was surreptitiously obtained by a printer after the Inns of Court premiere. The printing was blocked, or not attempted, and the play went on to be performed at the Globe. When it came to be printed in 1609, the printers assumed that it had been played at the Globe and wrote the title-page to Qa, but towards the end of the printing they found the epistle, believed it, and so they set a new title-page and added the epistle.
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Even if, as Taylor reckons, the epistle is several years earlier than the printing it precedes, its phrasing is nonetheless caught between apologizing for the nonperformance and making a virtue of it. Part of that virtue is its freshness ('you haue heere a new play, neuer stal'd with the Stage') and part is elitist access to something that 'the vulger' have not enjoyed. However, the epistle also claims that reading is an alternative route to Shakespeare's 'wit' (his attribute the epistle repeatedly stresses) and one that will endure long after the originating performances: Just as Terence and Plautus are gone and their works must be enjoyed from print, so necessarily Shakespeare will go the same way. Of course, actors can put on the plays of Terence and Plautus afresh, but only from the printed texts that exist, so there is a backwards and forwards tension in printed play-texts: they preserve what was performed (and can give again something of the pleasure of those performances), and they can originate fresh performances.
Published the same year, 1609, the printed play-text of Pericles was indeed used to originate fresh performances, those of the company led by Richard and Christopher Simpson under the patronage of Richard Cholmley that played to Catholic audiences in Yorkshire, as described by C. J. Sisson, 6 G. W. Boddy, 7 and Peter Holland.
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When tried for sedition these players insisted (falsely, it turned out) that they had not strayed from the printed texts, apparently thinking that this gave them a kind of surrogate licence from the Master of the Revels who had licensed the original manuscripts underlying the printing. One of the actors reported that at Candlemas 1609-10 they performed 'Perocles prince of Tire', which was undoubtedly the work of Shakespeare and Wilkins, and 'Kinge Lere' which might have been Shakespeare's (his quarto was the most recent) but equally might have been the old chronicle history of King Leir printed in 1605. 9 This chapter will survey how play printings' title-pages characterized their relationship to performance, from the early printed books to the Simpsons' use of Pericles, noting how that relationship changed over the period.
Title-pages, promotion, and the amateur-professional shift
The capacity of a printed play to originate fresh performances was something that the title-pages and the preliminary matter of the very first printings in the early sixteenth century made much of. Often the printings helped would-be performers by listing the parts to be assigned, indicating those that could be taken by a single actor, and even how to cut the text for a desired performance duration: whiche interlude yf y e hole matter be playd wyl conteyne the space of an hour and a halfe | but yf ye lyst ye may leue out muche of the sad mater as the messengers p<ar>te I and some of the naturys parte and some of experyens p<ar>te & yet the matter wyl depend conuenytently I and than it wyll not be paste thre quarters of an hour of length 10 The earliest extant printed play in English is Henry Medwall's Tulgens and Lucrece 11 but the tradition really begins with the printing of Everyman that W. W. Greg thought, on the evidence that four known copies belong to four distinct editions, must have appeared in at least ten early editions.
12 Then came Mundus & In fans 1 *
